The Drosophila expanded (ex) gene encodes a protein thought to play a role in signaling at apical junctions of epithelial cells. Previous studies have characterized this gene as a tumor suppressor involved in regulating the growth of a subset of Drosophila imaginal discs (Boedigheimer, M., Laughon, A., 1993. expanded: a gene involved in the control of cell proliferation in imaginal discs, Development 118, 1291±1301); although ex negatively regulates cell proliferation in the developing wing, it appeared to have a con¯icting role in the eye. In contrast, our analysis of the loss-of-function phenotype indicates that ex does, in fact, regulate growth in the eye. We also show that this gene plays a role in patterning of the eye, mainly at the level of planar polarity. Our studies further demonstrate that, contrary to what was expected based on loss-of-function data, the tissue reduction phenotypes resulting from Ex overexpression are attributable to the induction of apoptotic cell death. Taken together, our data suggest that Ex is a versatile molecule that plays a role in most of the processes that govern disc development. q
Introduction
Organ development involves a complex series of processes that include tissue growth, cell fate determination and differentiation, and the elimination of excess cells. The Drosophila eye provides a good model system for the study of these processes which are spatially and temporally regionalized within its developing primordium (the eye imaginal disc).
Most cell proliferation, and therefore tissue growth, occurs throughout the eye imaginal disc during early larval stages (reviewed in Ready, 1991a, 1993) . This unsynchronized proliferation ceases as a wave of differentiation, referred to as the`morphogenetic furrow', moves across the disc from posterior to anterior during the third larval instar (reviewed in Treisman and Heberlein, 1998) . Only a subset of the cells that lie posterior to the furrow is capable of dividing in a ®nal, synchronized mitotic wave (commonly referred to as the`second mitotic wave'; Wolff and Ready, 1993; Thomas et al., 1994) . The signaling events leading to the speci®cation of all of the cell types in the eye occur either within or posterior to the morphogenetic furrow, a region in which proliferation events are tightly regulated (Dickson and Hafen, 1993; Wolff and Ready, 1993) . Here, the morphological differentiation of subsets of cells speci®ed`early' is integrated with the second mitotic wave, as well as with a cascade of new speci®cation signals for`later' cell fates. Finally, the process of apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is required at the end of eye development for the elimination of excess cells Ready, 1991b, 1993; Steller, 1995; McCall and Steller, 1997) .
The events outlined above give rise to an array of approximately 800 ommatidia in the adult eye, and each of these ommatidia contains the same cell types arranged in a characteristic pattern (Wolff and Ready, 1993) . This pattern is established through a combination of precisely regulated cell fate speci®cation events and highly coordinated cellular movements. Cell fate speci®cation gives rise to ommatidia comprising eight neuronal photoreceptor cells (R1±R8), and 12 non-neuronal`accessory cells', including four cone cells and eight pigment cells (see Dickson and Hafen, 1993; Wolff and Ready, 1993) . The ®rst of these cell types to be speci®ed are recruited from the pool of cells born in the non-synchronized divisions that occur anterior to the morphogenetic furrow, and become the photoreceptors R8 and R2±R5. The remaining photoreceptors (R1, R6, and R7) and the accessory cells are born in the second mitotic wave, and are speci®ed either late in the third larval instar, or during the pupal stage.
Two kinds of coordinated cellular movement establish planar polarity, the second aspect of patterning. The coordinated rotation of the entire`ommatidial precluster' generates the ®nal directionality of the mature ommatidium in relation to the dorso-ventral midline of the eye (known as the equator). Secondly, the asymmetric redistribution of the R3 and R4 photoreceptor precursors within each ommatidium gives rise to two forms of ommatidia of opposite chirality. Thus, in the adult eye, planar polarity is manifested by ommatidia on either side of the equator exhibiting opposite rotation and chirality (Reifegerste and Moses, 1999) .
In searching for mutations that disturb patterning in the eye, we identi®ed two independent P-element insertions that disrupt expanded (ex). This gene encodes a protein with a canonical N-terminal 4.1 homology domain (CNTR), and three potential SH3-binding sites in its C-terminal domain (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993) . The CNTR is thought to mediate the localization of the protein to adherens junctions of epithelial cells (Boedigheimer et al., 1997) . Although ex had been shown to negatively regulate growth in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc, it was described as having a distinct role in the eye (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993; Boedigheimer et al., 1997 ). Here we demonstrate that ex actually has a common role in all disc tissues, and that it can negatively regulate tissue growth, induce apoptosis, and perturb planar polarity.
Results

Loss of ex perturbs patterning and deregulates growth
Analysis of homozygous mutant clones for patterning defects in the eye (example shown in Fig. 1A ) identi®ed two independent P-element insertions within the ex locus. This prompted further clonal analysis using a null allele, ex e1 (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993) . Mutant ex e1 clones exhibited more penetrant phenotypes (Fig. 1B ) that were Fig. 1 . Homozygous mutant ex clones generated in the eye exhibit patterning defects. Upper panels in (A) and (B) are adult retinal sections through such clones. Homozygous mutant tissue is marked by the absence of yellow pigmentation. Lower panels schematize patterning within the corresponding section. The white background represents an area of homozygous mutant tissue. Black arrows represent correctly oriented ommatidia, red arrows misrotated ommatidia, and green arrows inverted chirality. Anterior is to the left, and dorsal is on top. (A) Mutant clones generated with P-element allele l(2)01270 exhibit weak patterning defects including chirality¯ips (green arrow). (B) Mutant clones generated using the null allele ex e1 exhibit defects in several aspects of ommatidial patterning. For both alleles, the penetrance of the phenotype depends on the position of the clone within the eye, clones located in more anterior regions generally exhibiting stronger phenotypes. (C) Ommatidial preclusters in wild-type regions of pupal discs exhibit a well-ordered pattern of R3/R4 photoreceptor precursor pairs, as illustrated by staining for the Spalt marker (green). This pattern is disturbed in mutant patches (marked by absence of cytoplasmic red staining). (D) Close-up of the clonal region of the pupal disc. The Spalt pattern is irregular in the homozygous mutant patch. The lower panel shows the corresponding schematic illustration of rotation defects. The white background represents mutant area, and black bars the orientation of the R3/R4 pairs.
characterized by ommatidial chirality inversions (green arrows), misrotations (red arrows), and minor defects in photoreceptor differentiation (data not shown). In order to determine whether these defects arise during early stages of development, an antibody against the Spalt protein, a marker for the R3 and R4 photoreceptor precursors (on which ommatidial rotation and chirality depend; Zheng et al., 1995; Fanto et al., 1998) , was used to analyze rotation defects within mutant tissue in pupal imaginal discs (Fig.  1C,D) . The random orientation of many of the R3/R4 photoreceptor precursor pairs within the clone at this early stage indicated that defects in planar polarity are likely to be a primary consequence of loss of ex function. Taken together, the data presented here demonstrate that, contrary to what had been suggested previously (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993) , ex does not affect the initiation of differentiation or the progression of the morphogenetic furrow (differentiation is evident in both imaginal disc and adult tissue), but that it does play a role in orchestrating the ®ne details of the ensuing cell fate speci®cation and planar polarization events.
In addition to leading to subtle patterning defects, loss of ex resulted in dramatic growth abnormalities in the eye. This was evident both in clones ( Fig. 2A ) and in discs from homozygous null animals (Fig. 2C±E) . Homozygous mutant clones of ex e1 tissue ( Fig. 2A, arrowheads) had a signi®cant growth advantage over their wild-type counterparts in larval discs ( Fig. 2A, arrows) . Similar effects were evident in pupal discs and in adult eyes (data not shown). In the cases of large mutant clones, the tissue protruded out of the plane of the disc. Whereas it was not possible to do cell counts in these clones, the increased number of ommatidia within the mutant clone relative to the wild-type twinspot and the relatively normal architecture of the ommatidia implies an increase in cell number within clonal tissue.
In discs isolated from homozygous mutant larvae (these animals can survive to the pharate adult stage; Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993) , the effects on growth were even more extreme. The eye discs were disproportionately large in comparison with the antennal discs of the same complex (data not shown), reaching several times the size of those of wild-type larvae (Fig. 2B±E) . Anterior regions of homozygous mutant discs also tended to lose their`¯at' character, leading to the formation of additional tissue¯aps. These data demonstrate that ex acts as a negative regulator of growth in the eye as in the wing. As is the case in clones (see above) eye patterning initiates relatively normally in discs from ex null animals. Staining with markers for the morphological differentiation of eye tissue (Fig. 2C±E ) and for neuronal differentiation (Fig. 2C ) demonstrated that the morphogenetic furrow moves across mutant tissue, and that cell fate determination takes place.
In summary, loss-of-function data from the developing eye disc indicate that, contrary to previously published notions regarding ex, this gene plays an important role as a negative regulator of growth in this tissue, and also affects patterning and differentiation at the levels of establishing cell fate and planar polarity, rather than being required for differentiation at a gross level.
Ex and planar polarity signaling pathways
Given the planar polarity phenotype of ex loss-of-function mutants, we tested for the ability of ex alleles to genetically interact with gain-of-function genotypes generated by overexpression of components of the frizzled (fz) planar polarity pathway. The gain-of-function frizzled and disheveled (dsh) phenotypes (sev-fz, sev-dsh), and also sev-rhoA V14 and sev-rac V12 , have been successfully used in previous studies both to identify new components of the Fz/Dsh planar polarity pathway, and to genetically position known components with respect to others (Strutt et al., 1997; Boutros et al., 1998; Fanto et al., 2000) . We have employed the same assay, dominant genetic modi®cation of sev-fz, sev-dsh, sev-rhoA V14 , and sev-rac V12 , to analyze in more detail the role of Ex in this process. These experiments did not reveal signi®cant genetic interactions between ex and most of these genotypes (Fig. 3A ,B and data not shown). However, sev-dsh was dominantly enhanced by ex e1 , with an increase of ommatidia that are unscorable with respect to polarity because they lack one or more photoreceptors (Fig. 3C,D ). This phenotypic modi®cation could be achieved by several mechanisms, and is suggestive of complex cross-talk, either between multiple signaling pathways (dsh itself plays a role in multiple signaling pathways including those represented by wingless, frizzled, and possibly Notch; Boutros and Mlodzik, 1999) , or between signaling pathways and the mechanical processes required to carry out the instructions provided by the signaling pathways. Fig. 3 . ex interacts with dsh, but not other components of the fz planar polarity signaling pathway. Upper panels in (A±D) are adult retinal sections. Lower panels schematize patterning within the corresponding section. Black arrows represent correctly oriented ommatidia, red arrows misrotated ommatidia, green arrows inverted chirality, and circles achiral ommatidia. Anterior is to the left, and dorsal is on top. Genotypes are as follows: (A) sev-fz; (B) ex e1 ; sev-fz; (C) sev-dsh; (D) ex e1 ; sev-dsh. Note that sev-dsh is dominantly enhanced by the ex null mutant, but that the enhancement is due to the increase in unscorable ommatidia (missing one or more photoreceptors).
Overexpression of Ex results in tissue reduction in the adult eye
Previous studies had demonstrated that overexpression of Ex in the wing results in a tissue reduction phenotype, consistent with a growth inhibitory role (Boedigheimer et al., 1997) . In order to test whether this role of Ex is conserved across disc types, we analyzed adult eyes in which Ex was overexpressed using the UAS-GAL4 system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993; see Experimental Procedures) . Early expression was expected to affect cells anterior to the morphogenetic furrow (cells undergoing non-synchronized divisions prior to fate determination), whereas late expression would affect cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (cells dividing synchronously in the midst of differentiating cells). Externally visible adult phenotypes resulted from Ex expression under the control of a variety of early and late drivers including eyeless (ey) (Fig. 4A ,B), 32B ( Fig.   4D ), scabrous (sca) (data not shown), sevenless (sev) (Fig.  4E) , and glass multimer reporter (GMR) (Fig. 4F) .
Early Ex overexpression throughout the developing eye disc under the ey driver (starting in embryonic development; Hauck et al., 1999) resulted in a phenotype characterized by dramatic effects on the overall size and shape of the eye, as well as a mild roughening of the surface. Externally, eyes often bulged (Fig. 4A,B) and were reduced in the ventral region. Retinal sections through these eyes revealed mild patterning defects (Fig. 4C) that primarily affected the positioning of the equator, the border between the two chiral forms of ommatidia present in the dorsal and ventral halves of the eye. This defect is likely to be a secondary consequence of distortions of the eye disc (see below).
Overexpression of Ex under the remaining drivers, which are late-expressing, resulted in a distinct phenotype characterized by roughening and blistering externally, and patterning defects in sections. In the case of 32B (expression posterior to the morphogenetic furrow; Brand and Perrimon, 1993) , external roughening of the eye (Fig. 4D ) re¯ected ommatidial misrotations (arrows, Fig. 3H ) and a loss of pigment cells (identi®able by yellow pigment granules, Fig. 3H ). Similar effects were produced using the sca driver (data not shown; expression in a small subset of cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow; Lee et al., 1998) . Overexpression of Ex under the control of either sev (transient expression in a subset of photoreceptor and all cone cell precursors; Basler et al., 1989) , or GMR (expression in all cells within and posterior to the morphogenetic furrow throughout the remainder of development; Ellis et al., 1993; Hay et al., 1994) resulted in severe effects on eye development. In both of the latter cases, adult eyes were blistered and reduced in size (Fig. 4E,F, respectively) . Sectioning through blistered regions revealed a mass of highly disorganized ommatidia (Fig. 4J) , whereas the more mildly affected posterior regions of sev-ex eyes (Fig.  4I ) exhibited a phenotype similar to that seen in 32B-ex and sca-ex eyes. The most prominent features of this phenotype were a loss of pigment cells and defects in planar polarity. Occasionally, a photoreceptor cell was also missing within an ommatidium (arrowhead, Fig. 4I ).
The results presented here are consistent with Ex overexpression causing an overall reduction in cell number. The small eye phenotype obtained by expressing Ex early under the ey driver can be explained by a reduction in cell number early in eye development. Likewise, the phenotypes generated by overexpression under the late drivers suggest that cell loss occurs, but at a point in time at which such effects impact tissue patterning as well as tissue size (see below).
Effects of early Ex overexpression on disc development
An examination of eye imaginal discs in which Ex expression was driven early (ey-ex) revealed striking effects on disc size and shape. Discs were double-stained for markers of morphological differentiation (anti-Notch) and neuronal development (anti-ELAV). These stainings revealed that the eye imaginal discs were consistently small relative to the antennal portions of the same disc complex. Unlike wild-type discs (Fig. 5A) , ey-ex discs were not¯at (Fig. 5B,C) . This effect could account for the misshapen adult eyes described above (see Fig. 4A,B) . In contrast to the dramatic effects on tissue size, those on cell fate speci®cation and differentiation were mild, ommatidial preclusters looking fairly well-ordered (Fig. 5B) . Together with the adult phenotype, these results indicate that the defects were caused mainly by early effects of Ex expression on cell number anterior to the furrow, prior to the time at which patterning events take place.
Effects of late Ex overexpression on disc development
An examination of discs in which Ex expression was driven posterior to the morphogenetic furrow revealed early defects in ommatidial polarity as well as effects on ommatidial precluster density and on cell number. The positions of speci®c subsets of photoreceptors were monitored using the svp-b -galactosidase reporter (svp-b-gal; expressed speci®cally in the R3/R4 photoreceptor precursors beginning just posterior to the furrow, and also in the R1/R6 precursors slightly further posterior in the disc), making it possible to analyze ommatidial polarity from the earliest point of its establishment. In wild-type discs (Fig. 6A) , the R3/R4 and R1/R6 precursor pairs were aligned in precise diagonal rows. In the case of 32B-ex discs (Fig. 6B) , this pattern was also fairly regular. However, several misrotated clusters were present, even in the anterior-most rows in which the R3/R4 pair could be identi®ed (arrowheads, Fig. 6B ). In the cases of sev-ex and GMR-ex discs (Fig. 6C,D, respectively) , rotation defects were also prominent in anterior rows (arrowheads). Polarity could not be assessed in posterior regions of these discs because individual R3/R4 and R1/R6 pairs could not be distinguished in the dense mass of svp-b -gal positive cells.
In addition to its effects on planar polarity, Ex overexpression posterior to the furrow can lead to the loss of cells in which expression is driven. In sev-ex discs, one of the R3/ R4 precursor pair was occasionally missing (arrow, Fig. Fig. 5 . Overexpression of Ex in anterior regions of the eye imaginal disc results in defects in disc growth and shape. Discs are stained with anti-Notch antibody (green) to outline all cells of the disc, and anti-ELAV (red) to mark neurons. Anterior is to the left. Discs are shown at the same magni®cation. (A) Wild-type disc. (B,C) Images of the same ey-ex disc at different focal planes. Note the reduction in size along the dorso-ventral axis, and the warping of the epithelium in both anterior and posterior regions of the disc. 6C), consistent with the loss of photoreceptors in sections through adult tissue. Furthermore, the number of accessory cells which normally surround the photoreceptors appears to be greatly reduced. The adult phenotypic analysis suggested that both cone and pigment cells are affected: eye blistering is characteristically a consequence of defects in the cone cells which secrete the lens material, and pigment cells were clearly missing in retinal sections. Also, the svp-bgal stainings revealed that ommatidial preclusters were packed more densely than in wild-type discs (Fig. 6C,D  versus A) . To test whether cone cells (in which sev also drives expression) were affected from early stages, sev-ex pupal discs were stained for the nuclear cone cell marker Cut. Whereas arrays of four Cut positive cells were present per precluster in wild-type discs (Fig. 6E) , fewer were present in preclusters of sev-ex discs, and the ommatidial array was disturbed markedly (Fig. 6F) . Hence, cone cell loss contributes to the phenotype seen in sev-ex¯ies, as does photoreceptor loss. These results are consistent with cell loss at, or after, the time of cell fate speci®cation.
Ex overexpression induces apoptosis
The results of the experiments described above, coupled with previous loss-of-function and overexpression studies in the wing, suggested that ex regulates the growth of imaginal discs by inhibiting cell proliferation. The elimination of an inhibitor of proliferation in loss-of-function mutants could explain the overgrowth seen in these animals. Conversely, overexpression of such an inhibitor could account for the overall loss of tissue throughout the disc when expressed at early stages, and for the loss of late-born cells derived from the second mitotic wave when expressed at late stages. Moreover, phenotypes similar to those described for Ex overexpression posterior to the morphogenetic furrow have been obtained by inhibiting the second mitotic wave by overexpressing the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21 under the control of the GMR driver (de Nooij and Hariharan, 1995) . We tested the hypothesis that Ex overexpression negatively regulates proliferation by staining for either the S-phase marker bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), or the mito- Fig. 6 . Overexpression of Ex in posterior regions of the eye imaginal disc results in planar polarity defects and in cell loss. Anterior is to the left. Discs were marked with a sev-b-gal reporter to visualize the R3/R4 and R1/R6 photoreceptor precursors. R3/R4 staining is visible just posterior to the morphogenetic furrow, and R1/R6 staining begins several rows later. (A) In wild-type discs, the marked photoreceptors are aligned in straight, diagonal rows. (B) In 32B-ex discs, the alignment is also normal. However, rotation defects are apparent even in the anterior-most rows in which the R3/R4 pair can be identi®ed, as well as in the posterior of the disc, where the earliest ommatidia to have differentiated are found (arrowheads). (C) In sev-ex, crowding effects are apparent, and photoreceptor rows are misaligned. Rotation defects can be identi®ed in anterior rows (arrowhead), but are masked in more posterior regions by the dense packing of the cells. Also, one of the photoreceptor precursors can be missing from a pair (arrow). (D) Organizational and rotation (arrowhead) defects are also evident in GMR-ex discs, but are less severe than in the case of sev-ex. The strength of the adult phenotype in GMR-ex¯ies can therefore probably be attributed to the longer period of GMR activity relative to that of sev. (E,F) Cone cell precursors are missing in sev-ex pupal discs. Pupal discs were stained with anti-Cut to mark cone cell fates (green), and with rhodamine-phalloidin (red) to outline the structure of the discs. (E) In wild-type discs, the kidney-shaped cone cell nuclei appear in clusters of four (circled) at the periphery of ommatidial preclusters. These preclusters are arranged in highly ordered rows. (F) In sev-ex, the organization of ommatidia is severely disrupted, and in many cases ommatidial preclusters have too few cone cell nuclei (see circled ommatidium).
sis marker phospho-histone H3 in discs expressing Ex under the drivers discussed above. None exhibited a detectable change in the staining for either marker when compared to wild-type (data not shown). Hence, it appears that Ex overexpression does not interfere with cell proliferation.
This observation raised the question of whether Ex exerts its effects at the level of cell death. Discs overexpressing Ex were therefore tested for the incorporation of the cell death marker, Acridine Orange. Wild-type eye imaginal discs exhibited low levels of apoptosis both anterior and posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (Fig. 7A) . In contrast, discs from both sev-ex (Fig. 7B) and GMR-ex (Fig. 7C ) larvae exhibited dramatic increases in Acridine Orange incorporation. Moreover, the regions of incorporation overlapped with the expression patterns of each driver. Whereas high levels of Acridine Orange incorporation were limited to a relatively narrow band just behind the morphogenetic furrow in sev-ex discs, in GMR-ex discs the staining pattern began and ended further posterior. In the case of ey-ex (Fig.  7D) , the incorporation of Acridine Orange in third instar larval discs was also increased, although more variable. Interestingly, in several ey-ex discs with high levels of Acridine Orange incorporation, the marker was regionalized to the ventral half, potentially accounting for the frequent loss of this region of the adult eye (see above).
These data demonstrated that Ex overexpression causes tissue reduction by inducing massive cell death. In order to determine whether this is also the case in other tissues, we tested the effects of Ex overexpression on the wing and leg. Misexpression of Ex using the optomotor blind (omb) driver, which is expressed throughout much of the region that gives rise to the wing pouch and also in a sector of the leg disc Grimm and P¯ugfelder, 1996; Lecuit et al., 1996) , resulted in discs incorporating high levels of Acridine Orange in a pattern overlapping that of omb-driven Ex overexpression (Fig. 7E) . These¯ies had severely reduced wings with patterning defects including loss of vein material and disruption of the margin (Fig. 8B and data not shown). Legs appeared to be fragile and twisted (data not shown). Similarly, overexpression using the MS1096 driver (Capdevila and Guerrero, 1994; Neumann and Cohen, 1996) resulted in small, unpatterned wings (Fig.  8C ) and misshapen legs (data not shown). The patterning defects generated by expression under both of these drivers probably re¯ect the extensive overlap of their expression domains with those of patterning elements for these tissues.
The viral caspase inhibitor p35 is a known suppressor of apoptosis (Clem et al., 1991; Hay et al., 1994) . Coexpression of this protein with Ex resulted in a dramatic rescue of Since ey is normally expressed at earlier stages in the development of the disc, it is likely that a great deal of cell death had already occurred prior to the time at which these discs were examined. Acridine Orange incorporation in omb-ex leg (E) and wing (F) discs corresponds to the regions of omb directed protein expression. the sev-ex phenotype (Fig. 4G,K) . Externally, the eye was much smoother than in sev-ex (compare Fig. 4G ,E) and in sections most of the cell loss was rescued, although occasional photoreceptor and pigment cell loss was evident (arrowhead, Fig. 4K ). Defects in planar polarity were still prominent (arrow, Fig. 4K ).
Taken together, the data presented here demonstrate that the tissue reduction phenotypes produced by Ex overexpression in all disc types are due to caspase-dependent, and therefore apoptotic, cell death.
Discussion
ex Is a general regulator of growth in the eye and in the wing
This study illustrates the conservation of the role that ex plays in a variety of tissues. The most obvious consequence of loss of ex function in all imaginal discs is the deregulation of growth. Homozygous mutant ex clones have a signi®cant growth advantage over their wild-type counterparts, and eye discs from larvae homozygous null for the gene are vastly overgrown. Hence, the apparent reduction of adult eye tissue originally observed in ex mutants may be a secondary consequence of a failure in disc eversion and morphogenesis of overgrown tissue. The overgrowth phenotypes in the eye are consistent with those seen in the wing (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993; Boedigheimer et al., 1997) . Like the loss-of-function phenotypes, those obtained with Ex overexpression are internally consistent. Regardless of disc type, Ex overexpression leads to tissue reduction that is a consequence of apoptosis in the region of overexpression, and its precise effects on size and patterning of the disc are dependent on its timing relative to decisions being made in the tissue.
ex As a negative regulator of proliferation or an inducer of cell death?
The ®nding that ex plays a common role in different disc types simpli®es our understanding of the way in which this gene functions. However, the unexpected observation that the overexpression phenotype is a consequence of the induction of cell death, rather than of a repression of proliferation, complicates the issue.
The most obvious model consistent with the overexpression data by itself would be that Ex normally acts as an inducer of apoptosis, and that loss of the protein leads to insuf®cient cell death in the disc, with tissue overgrowth as a consequence. However, apoptosis normally occurs at very low levels in larval imaginal discs (Spreij, 1971; Wolff and Ready, 1991b; Bonini et al., 1993) and a lack of apoptosis on its own is not likely to cause the massive overgrowth that is evident in mutants as early as the third instar. This idea is supported by the fact that overexpression of the viral caspase inhibitor, p35 (which blocks apoptotic cell death in the eye), produces eyes that are only slightly larger than normal (Hay et al., 1994) .
If ex is required for controlling tissue growth, but is also capable of inducing apoptosis, how are these roles related to one another? One possibility is that Ex normally takes part only in regulating growth, but when expressed at high levels, interferes with growth and ultimately leads to apoptosis as a secondary effect. The fact that proliferation is not inhibited when Ex is overexpressed suggests that this is not the case. However, the possibility of proliferation arrest at a late point within the cell cycle, which would not be detectable by BrdU or phospho-histone H3 labeling and might itself cause the cells to die, cannot be ruled out.
An alternative explanation is that Ex might play independent direct roles in both negatively regulating proliferation and positively regulating cell death. Its role as a negative regulator of growth might more easily be unmasked by lossof-function mutations than by overexpression; Ex might be necessary for preventing overgrowth, but insuf®cient for inhibiting normal proliferation when overexpressed. Conversely, a role as a positive regulator of cell death might easily be detected when it is enhanced by overexpression, but not in the loss-of-function situation, where it could be masked by the overgrowth phenotype.
A role for ex in differentiation
The tissue reduction phenotypes generated by Ex overexpression under the control of a variety of drivers always results in the induction of cell death and therefore many of the patterning defects exhibited in the Ex overexpression studies can actually be explained as direct consequences of the induction of apoptosis. In particular, the loss of photoreceptors and cone cells (in whose precursors sev drives expression) observed in sev-ex eyes are consistent with cell autonomous induction of apoptosis. The fact that early expression in imaginal discs (ey-ex) has dramatic and widespread effects on growth but not on patterning is consistent with the normal speci®cation and differentiation of the surviving cells. Nevertheless, Ex appears to play a direct role in certain aspects of tissue patterning. Both lossof-function and overexpression mutants exhibit some patterning defects that cannot be explained as secondary effects. For example, in the case of Ex overexpression in sev-ex, rotation defects are present early in disc development, prior to death of the cells in which it is expressed. Hence, this defect in planar polarity must be a direct consequence of Ex overexpression. The fact that the planar polarity defects exhibited by ex loss-of-function and overexpression mutants resemble one another, as well as being similar to those of previously characterized planar polarity genes (Zheng et al., 1995; Strutt et al., 1997; Boutros et al., 1998; reviewed in Reifegerste and Moses, 1999) , further supports the notion that Ex plays a direct role in this process. However, due to the lack of informative genetic interactions with components of the Fz pathway, the role of ex in planar polarity establishment remains unclear.
It is possible that the observed phenotypic interaction between ex and sev-dsh re¯ects cross-talk between multiple signaling pathways (dsh itself has been implicated in several signaling pathways; see Boutros and Mlodzik, 1999) , or between signaling pathways and the mechanical processes involved in generating ommatidial polarity. However, regardless of whether ex plays a role in promoting cell signaling or in initiating the morphogenetic movements required for establishing planar polarity, its overall importance in organizing planar polarity is an exciting ®nding. The possibility that Ex plays a role in the mechanics of planar polarity is particularly intriguing, since nothing is yet known about how the signaling events controlling planar polarity are translated into the physical movements that take place to establish this phenomenon in the eye. Hence, ex could provide a unique entry point into solving this problem.
With regard to the potential connection of signaling and mechanical events by Ex, we note that the loss of ex does not lead to an obvious perturbation of the cellular architecture (as ascertained by staining of the eye disc for the junctional markers Notch (adherens junctions) and Coracle (septate junctions); C.M.B. and M.M., unpublished data), suggesting that ex is not a global regulator of junctional structure. However, when overexpressed, Ex is mislocalized: in addition to being concentrated in apical regions of the membrane, the protein is also diffusely distributed throughout the cytoplasm (C.M.B. and M.M., unpublished data). Hence, defects in differentiation, a process that relies heavily on cell±cell contacts, may arise as a consequence of Ex sequestering important signaling or structural components away from the appropriate junction, or perhaps even by allowing these molecules to act at inappropriate times and places. Certainly, this mislocalization could also account for other effects of Ex overexpression, for example that of inducing apoptosis.
Concluding remarks
Our studies implicate Ex in a variety of processes that are crucial to the proper development of the imaginal disc. Ex is clearly important for the regulation of disc growth, its overexpression dramatically induces apoptosis, and tweaking of its expression levels perturbs tissue patterning at the level of planar polarity. The fact that alterations in Ex expression levels affect these apparently distinct processes suggests that this protein may provide an important link between them, in spite of its simple structure (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993) . It is tempting to speculate that the localization of Ex to adherens junctions, at which a large number of signaling and structural proteins are also localized (Bryant, 1997) , may allow it to exert effects on multiple processes involved in disc development. Direct studies examining the molecular mechanism whereby Ex acts may provide further insight into the coordination of these developmental processes, and may also be informative regarding the roles that cellular junctions play in this process.
Experimental procedures
Generation of mutant clones and identi®cation of ex alleles
Homozygous mutant clones were generated in Drosophila lines obtained from the Szeged (To Èro Èk et al., 1993) and Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (Spradling et al., 1998) chromosome II lethal P-element collections. Sections of adult retinae were examined to assess whether the corresponding genes play essential roles during eye development. Lines exhibiting interesting clonal phenotypes were further analyzed by plasmid rescue and subsequent sequence analysis (see below). Homozygous mutant clones were generated by X-irradiation (1000 rad), or by FRT/FLP-mediated recombination (Xu and Rubin, 1993) using either hs-FLP1 (Xu and Rubin, 1993) or ey-FLP (B. Dickson, unpublished data) as a recombinase source. For hs-FLP-mediated recombination, 378C heat pulses were given at 12 and 36 h after egg laying. Wild-type tissue was marked with a transgene, p[mini-w 1 ; arm-lacZ] (Vincent et al., 1994) , allowing for the identi®cation of mutant clones in the adult by the absence of yellow pigmentation, and in discs by the absence of cytoplasmic b-galactosidase staining. Homozygous wildtype twin spots in the eye and in imaginal discs were distinguished from heterozygous tissue by the higher levels of pigmentation or b-galactosidase staining, respectively.
Molecular analysis
Plasmid rescue (Wilson et al., 1989) and sequencing revealed that two of the P-element insertions (lines l(2)k01115 (To Èro Èk et al., 1993) and l(2)01270 (Spradling et al., 1998) ) responsible for patterning defects in homozygous clones map to the 5 H untranslated region of the ex gene. DNA and protein sequences were analyzed using the Lasergene Navigator DNA STAR program and the BLAST service of the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project.
Fly strains
The svp AE127 allele, which shows nuclear svp-lacZ expression (svp AE127 , ro 1 ) (Heberlein et al., 1991) , was used as a reporter for planar polarity defects. Mutant ex alleles used in these experiments included w 2 ; ex e1 /SM6 (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993) and the P-element alleles described above. The lines used for the planar polarity studies were sev-dsh (Boutros et al., 1998) , sev-Fz (Boutros et al., 1998) , sev-rhoA V14 (Fanto et al., 2000) , and sev-rac V12 (Fanto et al., 2000) . The w 2 ; UAS-ex line (Boedigheimer et al., 1997) and UAS-p35 (Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center) were used for overexpression studies. The recombinant K25sev-GAL4, UAS-ex, svp AE127 , ro 1 line was generated by standard recombination methods. GAL4 strains used were: ey-GAL4 (a gift from U. Walldorf; Hauck et al., 1999) , 32B-GAL4/ TM3 (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) , sca-GAL4 (a gift from Y. Hiromi; Lee et al., 1998) , K25sev-GAL4 (a gift from K. Basler; Basler et al., 1989) , GMR-GAL4 (Freeman, 1996) , omb-GAL4 and omb-GAL4; UAS-GFP Lecuit et al., 1996) . Wild-type chromosomes used in these experiments were Oregon-R (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992).
Preparation of adult tissues
Plastic sectioning of retinae was performed according to Tomlinson and Ready (1987) . Wing cuticles were prepared by incubation in SH buffer (75% EtOH, 25% glycerol), rehydration in water, and subsequent mounting onto slides in Faure solution (50% chloral hydrate, 30% gum arabic, 20% glycerol).
Scanning electron microscopy
For scanning electron microscopy, adult¯ies were dehydrated in increasing concentrations of ethanol (25, 50, 75, 90, 100, 100%) , dried in a Balzers critical point dryer, and mounted on EM stubs. Samples were coated with gold using a Balzers sputter coater and analyzed using a Zeiss Novascan-30 microscope.
Antibody staining of tissue
Standard histological methods were used (Tomlinson and Ready, 1987) . Antibody stainings were performed using PBS 1 0.2% saponin as wash buffer. Wash buffer supplemented with 0.3% deoxycholate, 0.3% Triton X-100, and 10% normal donkey serum was used for antibody incubations. b-Galactosidase was detected using a rat polyclonal antibody (Cappel; #55976), Spalt with a rat polyclonal antibody (a gift from R. Barrio and F. Kafatos), Notch with mouse monoclonal antibody C17.9C6 (a gift from S. Artavanis-Tsakonas), ELAV using a rat monoclonal antibody (a gift from G. Rubin), and Cut with mouse monoclonal antibody 5G12-03 (a gift from G. Rubin). Fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies were obtained from Jackson Laboratories. Imaging was performed on a Zeiss Confocal Microscope LSM410 or on a Leica Confocal Microscope TCS.
Acridine Orange staining
Acridine Orange stainings were performed on live discs dissected into cold Schneider medium. Discs were incubated in 20 mM Acridine Orange in Schneider medium for 5 min at room temperature, subjected to two 5 min washes in PBS, and mounted immediately for examination by epi¯uorescence.
